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Abstract 
 
The goal of this paper is to analyze, through simulations and experiments, GNSS interference mitigation performance 
under various types of antenna structures against wideband and narrowband interferences using spatial-temporal 
adaptive signal processing (STAP) techniques. The STAP approach, which combines spatial and temporal processing, 
is a viable means of GNSS array signal processing that enhancing the desired signal quality and providing protection 
against interference. In this paper, we consider four types of 3D antenna array structure – Uniform Linear Array 
(ULA), Uniform Rectangular Array (URA), Uniform Circular Array (UCA), and the Single-Ring Cylindrical Array 
(SRCA) under an interference environment. Analytical evaluation and simulations are performed to investigate the 
system performance. This is followed by simulation GPS orbits in interfered environment are used to evaluate the 
STAP performance. Furthermore, experiments using a 2x2 URA hardware simulator data show that with the removal 
of wideband and narrowband interference through the STAP techniques, the signal tracking performance can be 
enhanced.    
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1. Introduction 
 

In recent year, the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 
has been widely used in military and civilian application to 
provide users with information of position, velocity, and time.  
Although the GPS system offers some inherent anti-jam 
protection [1,2], owing to its low signal power from satellite, an 
interference signal with enough power and adapted 
time/frequency signature could destroy the use of GPS signal for 
navigation. It is necessary to suppress the level of the 
interference well below the weak GPS signal. Throughout the 
years, many interference mitigation techniques of GPS have been 
developed; see, e.g., [3] [4]. These techniques are typically 
categorized in terms of post-correlation, pre-correlation, and 
antenna array techniques. A controlled rejection pattern antenna 
array (CRPA) is developed in [5] to provide better tolerance to 
various kinds of interferences. A swept CW (chirped 
interference) allows the capture of the carrier tracking loops for 
all signals despite the Doppler difference [6]. These approaches 
may be effective against a certain type of threats, but may not be 
applicable to all threats. Namely, adaptive temporal filter, like a 
notch filter, in a single antenna is effective against the 
narrowband interference,  but may not be sufficient to account 
highly correlated or equally strong wideband co-exist 
interference suppression capabilities. It is because that the 
wideband interference can’t be predicated from previous samples. 
The whitening filter can also used to mitigate the narrowband 
interference in a single antenna system [7]. The whitening filter 
has a benefit that it doesn’t require the direction information of  
the desired signal. A disadvantage is that the whitening filter is 
not beamformer and it doesn’t offer sufficient antenna gains as 
the other approach do. The uses of the antenna array in spatial 
domain can be effective against structured or wideband 

interferences but may ultimately run out of degree of freedom as 
the number of interferences increases [8][9]. Besides, when cost 
and sizes requirements limit the number of antenna elements, the 
adaptive antenna processing may not be effective to mitigate 
interference entirely.  Consequently, it is desired to combine 
both spatial and temporal processing in order to archieve the 
interference mitigation performance.                                 

The spatial-temporal adaptive processing (STAP) approach 
performs 2-D filtering on signals so as to remove narrowband 
interference and eliminate broadband interferences. The 2-D 
filter domain processing using antenna arrays have been widely 
discussed. In [10], different adaptive processing algorithms 
under an interference environment to determine the best methods 
available for the GPS antenna design. In [11], different adaptive 
processing algorithms under a interfered environment have been 
analyzed to determine the best methods available for the GPS 
antenna design.  A joint and disjoint domain method of time 
and space processing performance under various design criteria 
is investigated in [12]. A challenge in the various phase antenna 
array structure affect to GPS receiver is also needs  to be 
considered. Among the antenna array systems, the Uniform 
Linear Array (ULA) is the most common form used in spatial 
domain processing. However, different form ULA, the 
performance of the various type of antenna array structure has 
not been extensively studied for GPS interference mitigation 
system. In this paper, we address the problem and attempt to 
perform a performance analysis using various types of 3D 
antenna array structures - ULA, Uniform Rectangular Array 
(URA), Uniform Circular Array (UCA), and the Single-Ring 
Cylindrical Array (SRCA) under an interfered environment.  
Historically, some adaptive antenna processing algorithms, 
implementations, and experiments in GPS interference 
mitigation have been devised [13][14]. This class relies on the 



existence of a reference or training sequence with in the data 
stream to be recovered. An experiment test bed of GPS antenna 
array has been described in [15]. It use of 3D digital beam 
steering techniques in software GPS receiver. In [16], a 
simplified spatial temporal adaptive processing technique has 
been investigated for interference mitigation. In [17], methods of 
power minimization and self-coherence properties have been 
assessed analytically and experimentally. The power 
minimization based space time processors in the context of anti-
jam mitigation for an M code based GPS receiver utilizing a 
circular array is investigated in [18]. The GPS interference 
mitigation performance against narrowband and pseudolite 
interferences using adaptive spatial beamforming by way of 
simulation and experiments also has been reported in [19]. Other 
pertinent results can be found in [4] [7]. The paper analyzes the 
performance of various type antenna array structures in 
interference mitigation. It is assumed that the direction of arrival 
of the GPS signal can be obtained from an INS (inertial 
navigation system) or direction finding algorithm. An adaptive 
processing algorithm, block adaptive spatial-temporal 
beamforming [20], is adopted to adaptively adjust the filter 
coefficients (antenna weights) both on each antenna element and 
linear tapped-delay temporal filter so as to provide an 
interference-free component. We have investigated this issue via 
both simulation and experiment. The experiments were 
conducted using a four URA antenna receive channels that have 
five adaptive linear time taps per channel.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  
Section 2 gives a description of the GPS signal structure and 
antenna array manifold vector model. It also briefly derived and 
introduced various type of antenna array structure. The algorithm 
for spatial-temporal processing is presented in Section 3. Section 
4 provides the performance simulation result and discussions. 
The experiment results of the antenna array against narrow-band 
and wideband interferences are given in Section 5, and a short 
summary follows in Section 6.  

 
 

2. Signal Model 
 
In this section, the signal model in antenna array processing is 
described. The GPS signal employs DS-SS techniques and the 
navigation data is transmitted at an information bit rate of 50 
bit/s. Both the C/A code and P code component are modulated by 
L1 carrier and the L2 carrier is only modulated by the P code. 
The received antenna signal is RF filtered and down-converted to 
IF and then sampled and quantized. The quantized signal is then 
fed to the parallel code and carrier-tracking loops. The received 
GPS signal power from the satellites is extremely weak because 
of the long distance to the satellites. The signals are actually far 
below the thermal noise floor according to the spectrum-
spreading property. In GPS operation when the receiver in on the 
ground, the input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value is typically in 
the region of -15 to 20dB. The received signal is equal to the 
GPS signal plus a variety of interfering signals, including 
background noise, thermal noise, unintentional and intentional 
interference signals. For antenna array processing we consider 
three signal type: GPS signal, interference, and noise. The total 
received baseband signal at the kth sample of N antenna element 
can be described by 
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where sz , nz , and jz  are the GPS signal, white Gaussian 
noise, and interference, respectively. We refer to nz  and jz  as 
unwanted signals and there are mutually uncorrelated. JN  is 
the total number of interfering signals. We assumed that each 
interference can be modeled as one of three types as follows: (1) 
continuous wave 2 i icos( f k )π ψ+ , where the if  and iψ  are 
the frequency and phase, respectively, (2) wideband 
cyclostationary signal, and (3) other wideband noise with limited 
bandwidth not exceeding that of the GPS signal. j i j iϕ θ, ,

( )
,a  and 

s sϕ θ
( )

,a  denote the steering vector with respect to GPS satellite 
and ith interfering source, respectively. The notation ( ) , 

1 2 3 4= , , ,  denote different form of steering vector. This 
steering vector function depends on antenna element 
arrangement. GPS signal is denoted by s k( )  which is essential 
the modulated C/A code that is subject to data modulation, time 
delay, Doppler shift, and phase variation. sP  and j iP ,  are 
signal power and ith interference power, respectively. n kz ( )  is 
1 N×  complex white Gaussian noise vector with covariance 
matrix 2

N Nσ ×I . Thus, we can represent the spatial-temporal 
data samples in the form of an 1NM×  matrix 
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where M is the temporal filter tap number. In the following, we 
mainly address the problem of interference mitigation for the 
various type of antenna array configuration under the 
interference environment. In the following, we introduced the 
antenna array manifold vector model. 
 
 
2.1 Antenna Array Manifold Vector Model 
 
In this section, the adaptive antenna array configuration model is 
established and described. Consider the ULA of equispaced, 
isotropic with no coupling point sensor. It consists of a total N  
elements, equally distributed at the observation angle ( )ϕ θ, . 
The steering vector function of the signal for the azimuth, ϕ  
and elevation, θ  can be defined as: 
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where 2k /= π λ  is the free-space wave number at some IF 
frequency, λ  is the working wavelength, 

( ) ( )90 90u = sin cos−θ −ϕ , and xd  is the inter-element spacing 
along the x direction. The notation [ ]Hi  denotes the Hermitian 
transpose operation. For a two-dimensional URA in which all 
antenna elements are assumed to be isotropic with no couplings, 
there are  P Q×  elements in the array and each element using 
phase steering at the ( )p,q  location to place the beam peak. The 
steering vector at the observation angle ( )ϕ θ,  is given by the 
following: 
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(4) 
where ( ) ( )90 90v sin cos= −θ −ϕ ,  and yd  is the inter-
element spacing along the y direction.. The circular array pattern 
of radius r  with total N  elements at each element locations 

1 2n , n = , ,...,N′ϕ = ∆ϕ  can be written as 
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where the first element is assumed to locate at the x-axis 
direction of the coordinate system as the phase reference point. A 
particular type of conformal array antennas for the military and 
communications systems is multi ring cylindrical array. A sector 
array of elements is “turned on” in order to create a radically 
outward antenna beam. The beam is scanned around 360 degrees 
by consecutively exciting adjacent sectors of elements. The 
geometry of a typical cylindrical array is also considered in wh
ich the resulting equation for the steering vector of the thk  loop 
with each kn  elements located at equally spaced angles 

k kn nϕ ∆ϕ=  is given by：[21] 
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In this work, the single-ring cylindrical array is considered.  
The goal of this paper is to determine the weight function that 
optimizes the broadside pattern directivity. In the following, we 
introduced the adaptive antenna processing.  
 
 
3. Adaptive Antenna Processing 
 
In this section we investigate several spatial-temporal filter 
methods for GPS interference mitigation processing. The design 
guideline of adaptive antenna algorithm can be imposed at 
spatial domain or temporal domain. In this paper, we select 
various type of adaptive antenna algorithm to impose the spatial 
and temporal filter under several antenna array configurations. 
The adaptive algorithms are in the form of conventional match 
filtering (CMF), minimum variance distortion less response 
(MVDR) [20], and extended block adaptive spatial beamforming 

(EBASB) [19] approach. 
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Figure 1. Block diagram of antenna array system 

 
Figure 1 show the block diagram of spatial-temporal antenna 
array system. The optimal adaptive weights are computed using 
the various adaptive algorithms. The measurement data are 
multiplied by the adaptive weights and summed up to give the 
output for acquisition/tracking applications. Suppose that the 
desired signal is given by s sd k ϕ θ( , , )  and the objective function 
to be minimized is 
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Let CMF st_w  be an observation vector consisting of a total of 
NM  measurements that can conveniently be represented by the 
Kronecker product [22] of the spatial and temporal steering 
vectors, namely, 
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where CMF st_w  is the NM -dimensional spatial-temporal 
steering vector, where b  and 

( )
,aϕ θ  is its corresponding M -

dimensional temporal steering vector and N -dimensional 
spatial steering vector of the signal of interest, respectively. It is 
the least-square optimal weight vector solution of Conventional 
Matched-Filter (CMF) [23]. The scale 1 N/  preserves the 
energy of the signal of interest at the output. The superscript 
( )  denotes the different form of antenna array configuration. 
Then the output of the antenna array system becomes 
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where Z( )k  is as in Eq. (2) which can be decomposed into 
three components: signal, interference, and noise are given by: 
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The first measure we will consider is the interference-plus-noise 
ratio after adaptation, is given by 
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A second measure is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio 
after adaptation, as given by 
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w here sz , jZ , and nz  are given by Eq. (1).  Another 
adaptive processing algorithm is minimum variance distortion 
less response (MVDR). The MVDR technique is used to 
suppress the interference and noises by constraining the response 
of the beamformer to specific directions and then minimizing the 
output power subject to the response constraints. If we assumes 
that the direction of signal of interest is known. The spatial-
temporal MVDR optimal solution is given by the following 
expression: 
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where M  is the MN -by- MN  covariance matrix of the 
spatial-temporal data input vector. Another adaptive algorithm is 
extended block adaptive spatial beamforming algorithm (BASB) 
[19]. Some manipulations reveal that the optimal weighting 
vector is given by [13] [14].  
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In the Block Adaptation Spatial Beamforming with Memory 
(BASB-M), the correlation matrix and weighting vector 
computed with respect to the previous block is utilized and the 
new weighting vector is updated in accordance with 
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where µ is a scalar between 0 and 1.  
 
 
4. Numerical Simulation 
 
In this section, computer simulations are conducted to assess the 
performance of the proposed methods under different form of 
antenna array configuration. For various array configurations, 
two case of simulation are considered. Two cases encompass 
narrowband interference and wideband interference. The first 
case involved four wideband interference and one narrowband 
interference. The second case included four narrowband 
interference and one wideband interference. Figure 2 plot the 
magnitude of the multi-dimensional Fourier Transform of the 

spatial-temporal weights of the URA with a half of wavelength 
spacing in case 1 and case 2, respectively. For case 1, Figure 2(a) 
displays a well-defined null along the arrival angle of four 
wideband interferences. For case 2, Figure 2 (b) displays a well-
defined null at the angle frequency coordinate of narrowband 
interference. The SINR improvement against different adaptive 
array algorithm and configuration are summarized in Table 1. 
The SINR improvement is defined as the difference between the 
output SINR and input SINR. The output SINR is a function of 
after the adaptive processing. In Table 1, we can observe that the 
SINR improvement due to EBASB-M method have the best 
performance than others for case 1. In case 2, the MVDR method 
outperforms others. Thus, we propose to use URA structure by 
getting the better SINR improvement under the same antenna 
elements. Observe that use URA structure to all have better 
SINR improvement under different adaptive algorithm. However, 
the SCRA just only 5 antenna element be used, thus cause its 
SINR improvement is not good. Come to say wholly, under the 
same array element and tap number, adaptive algorithm to the 
narrowband interference mitigation performance better than 
wideband interference mitigation performance. In Figure 3 we 
show a typical result for the signal correlation as a function using 
EBASB-M approach under the different array configuration. 
 

Table 1. (Antenna element = 9, tap = 5) 

SINR improvement (dB) Adaptive 
algorithm ULA UCA URA SRCA

case 1 19.4 19.8 20.8 13.4 CMF case 2 21.6 21.6 21.6 13.1 
case 1 37.7 39.0 40.2 31.6 MVDR case 2 42.1 42.5 44.5 30.9 
case 1 38.0 39.6 41.3 31.5 EBASB-M case 2 41.1 42.0 43.9 30.7 

 
There is no discernable displacement of the correlation 

function peak from its correct location at zero code phase offset 
in Figure 3. Moreover, the cross correlation function of Figure 3
(a) has nearly the same shape in the presence of interference in 
case1 as it does in the interference of Figure 3(b) of case 2 using 
URA structure. Even in the present of several strong wideband 
or narrowband interference, there is not a drastic broadening of 
the correlation function. Therefore, the increase in pseudo-range 
error is limited. It is found that the URA structure can obtain the 
best  correlation function in all cases. But for SCRA 
configuration there is a significant broadening of the correlation 
peak. This is because the SRCA only five antenna element can 
utilize to against stronger interference. 
 
 
5. Test Hardware and Experiments Results 
 
Based on the aforementioned simulation results, a uniform 
rectangular array with four GPS patch antennas is implemented. 
The distance between antenna elements is half-wavelength of the 
GPS L1 signal. Four commercial GPS front-ends are used to 
filter, down-convert, and digitize incoming RF signal to give 
digital samples. A master clock is used to control the 
synchronization among four different channels so that the 
samples are obtained at the same time as possible. The IF 
frequency of each front end is 4.092MHz, the sampling rate is 
16.368MHz, and ADC performs 2-bit quantization.  



 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. (a) AOA frequency response (URA): 4WBI, 1NBI. (b) 
AOA frequency response (URA): 4NBI, 1WBI. 

   
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Code phase delay v.s Normalized correlation: (a) case1 
(b) case2.  

The digital samples are acquired by a PCIbased data acquisition 
board (PCI-6534) through data acquisition software (NI 
LabView). The data samples from each antenna element are 
stored and, afterwards, post processed for interference mitigation 
analysis. The observable GPS satellites are depicted in the sky 
plot of Figure 4. The figure also illustrates the location of the 
interferer which is located at azimuth 315  and elevation10 . 
There are seven GPS satellites being observed. The interferer is 
then switched on and the data that contain components due to 
GPS satellites, the interferer, and noises are recorded. A 60ms 
data record was collected using the four channels and EBASB-M 
algorithm with five tap are used to process the data which is 
sampled at 16.368 MHz. Each block data size is thus selected as 
16368 so that a 1-msec data constitute one block. In the post-
processing stage, the acquisition results with and without the 
applications of the adaptive spatial-temporal algorithm are 
analyzed. Again, two types of interferences are considered in the 
experiment. One is the pseudolite-type interference and the other 
is continuous-wave interference. The former is generated by an 
indigenously developed dual-frequency pseudolite [24] and the 
latter is generated using a signal synthesizer. For combined 
wideband (pseudolite-type) and narrowband interference 
experiment case, both the ISR are again 30 dB, respectively. In 
this test, when the WBI and NBI has not been turned on, the 
satellite with PRN 25 cannot be successfully tracked as its signal 
acquisition margin (SAM) [19] is below the threshold value 
which is set at 5 dB. The other satellites with PRN 5, 14, 15, 18, 
30, and 22, respectively, can be tracked. When the WBI is turned 
on, all GPS satellites become unlocked. After the application of 
the spatial-temporal adaptive algorithm (BASB-M), the GPS 
satellites can all be acquired again with acceptable SAM as 
tabulated in Table 2. Figure 5 illustrate the antenna pattern as the 
adaptive algorithm ( E BASB-M) null the interference. The 
adaptive spatial-temporal processing also brings another benefit 
in this case as the GPS satellite with PRN 25 can be acquired 
after the spatial-temporal adaptive processing. However, the 
satellite with PRN 15 cannot be locked even when adaptive 
algorithm is applied. This may be attributed to its low elevation. 
 
 

Table 2. NBI and WBI effect to GPS signal acquisition 

 ISR = 30 dB 
 SAM (detection threshold = 5 dB, tap = 5) 

PRN Before WBI 
and NBI on 

After WBI 
and NBI on 

After  
STAP 

22 7.64 - 7.51 
14 6.23 - 5.11 
18 7.21 - 9.81 
30 7.14 - 8.31 
15 5.87 - - 
5 6.02 - 5.32 
25 - - 5.01 

 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, a spatial-temporal adaptive antenna approach is 
adopted for the mitigation of interferences for GNSS navigation. 
Three different realizations of the spatial-temporal adaptive 
beamforming algorithm are assessed under different interference 
conditions, array configuration, and steering vector mismatch. 
Among three realizations, the EBASB-M algorithm results in the 
best SINR improvement. It was demonstrated that the uniform 
rectangular array configuration has advantages over others. 
Finally, an array is henceforth implemented and tested against 



wideband (pseudolite-type) and narrowband interference. The 
interference mitigation performance is experimentally verified. 
With respect to narrowband and wideband interference, the 2x2 
array is capable of withstanding up to 30 dB ISR.  
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Figure 4. Sky plot of GPS satellite and interference. 

 

 
Figure 5. Azimuth and elevation antenna gain pattern for a four 

channel system.  
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